Leading Online Consolidator Booking
Tool Now Available to Travel Agents
Travel Agent demand high for access to Fare Buzz Web-based booking engine
NEW YORK, NY (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — New York based FareBuzz.com, announced
today its advanced Web-based Booking Engine tool will be made available to
Travel Agents and their Agency’s Websites for easier accessibility. The
industry leader in Air Consolidator fares and their Web-based booking engine
has made it easier for Agents to search worldwide fares and eliminates the
need to contact several air consolidators to get the best fare.

FareBuzz
CEO Walter Arnold believes this new feature and Agent option will
significantly grow an Agency’s customer base: “Agents will not only have the
ability to book the lowest Consolidator fares from their own Website, but
agencies can send their clients to their site for quick booking access.”
Since the introduction of the upgraded Web-based online booking tool, Travel
Agents have clearly demonstrated their approval for this convenient Business
& First Class booking tool. “Travel Agents will like this new enhancement as
it will save valuable time and increase their ability for additional profit,”
said FareBuzz.com CEO Arnold Walter. Since 1993, FareBuzz has set the
standard in offering Premium Class tickets and in providing the most
competitive published Consolidator and commissionable fares.
FareBuzz.com has made the process simple and easy to use, while the booking

engine can be seamlessly integrated with your existing Website for a small
set-up fee. Agents can increase their margins, and mark-ups can be built-in
to the rate or can be added at the time of booking. Fare Buzz will issue
tickets immediately and pay commissions within 7 days of the reservation.
Recently, FareBuzz.com introduced their Web-based booking engine to
complement their highly regarded customer service & reservations call center.
FareBuzz was one of the first consolidators to offer courtesy on-hold
reservations and 24/7 customer service support, and recently introduced
Online Reporting for its Travel Agent partners. FareBuzz features experienced
and highly qualified Travel Consultants, which provide the Travel Agent
community with exceptional International and Domestic fare assistance.
For over 12 years, FareBuzz has provided Travel Agents the best in
consolidator fares and customer service to destinations around the world.
FareBuzz pays the industry’s highest commissions and works with all sectors
of the Travel Agent community including Corporate, Home-based, Independent
Contractors and Leisure agents.
More more information, visit Fare Buzz on the Web at: http://www.FareBuzz.com
or e-mail techsales@farebuzz.com.
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